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ToR 4.1 Assess the effectiveness to control the 

spread of disease of prohibitions set out in Annex 

VI of the Delegated Regulation with respect to the 

risk associated for each Category A disease, to the 

listed activities and commodities.

ToR 4.2 Review the available scientific information 

on risk-mitigating treatments that are effective to 

control the presence of Category A disease agents 

in products of animal origin and other relevant 

materials. Based on this:

a) provide an opinion on the effectiveness of the 

risk-mitigating treatments for products of animal 

origin and other materials produced or processed 

in the restricted zone set out in Annex VII and VIII, 

and

b) if relevant, suggest new treatments or 

procedures that can be effective to mitigate or to 

eliminate such risk.

Terms of Reference
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Annex VI

Annex VII

Annex VIII



Assessment questions
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Prohibitions of 
movements

Movements of animals

Movements of germinal 
products

Movements of products

Can infected animals of listed species 
transmit the disease as a result of the 
movement?

Can the germinal product collected from 
infected animals of listed species contain 
the infectious pathogen?

Can the product collected from infected 
animals of listed species (including game 
and wild animals, where mentioned in 
Annex VI) transmit the disease as a result of 
the movement? / Can the pathogen be 
transmitted via the contaminated material 
as a result of the movement?

Risk mitigation 
measures

Is this treatment effective in inactivating 
the pathogen if it is present in this product 
or material?



Collection of scientific evidence
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• Spread through animal movements

• Extensive literature search (ELS) on Category A diseases

• Presence of the disease agents in different organ systems of 

infected animals

• ELS on experimental infections of listed animal species 

• Survival of the disease agents in different products of animal 

origin and other products

• ELS on pathogen survival in the products

• Presence of the disease agents in different germinal 

products

• ELS on the presence and survival of the disease agents 

in semen, oocytes and embryos 

• Effectiveness of risk mitigation treatments

• ELS on treatments to mitigate the risk of the different 

disease agents in different matrices



Assessment step 1
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Assessment step 2 and 3
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Movement prohibitions Risk mitigation treatments

Assessment – analysis of results
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Prohibitions of movements of animals -
Conclusions 
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Median of the lower and upper bounds of the subjective probability ranges (in %)

green = confirmatory, blue = inconclusive, yellow = negative, grey = not applicable



Prohibitions of movements of germinal products -
Conclusions 
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Median of the lower and upper bounds of the subjective probability ranges (in %)

green = confirmatory, blue = inconclusive, yellow = negative, grey = not applicable



Prohibitions of movements of products -
Conclusions 
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Median of the lower and upper bounds of the subjective probability ranges (in %)

green = confirmatory, blue = inconclusive, yellow = negative, grey = not applicable



Risk mitigation measures- Conclusions 
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Median of the lower and upper bounds of the subjective probability ranges (in %)

green = effective, blue = inconclusive, yellow = not effective, empty cells = no assessment requested)



Risk mitigation measures- Conclusions 
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Median of the lower and upper bounds of the subjective probability ranges (in %)

green = effective, blue = inconclusive, yellow = not effective, empty cells = no assessment requested)



Additional risk mitigation measures- Conclusions 
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Median of the lower and upper bounds of the subjective probability ranges (in %)

green = effective, blue = inconclusive, yellow = not effective, empty cells = no assessment requested)



Concluding main recommendations
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Links to the Outputs
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Supporting information:

https://efsa.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.2903/j.efsa.2022.7443
https://efsa.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/downloadSupplement?doi=10.2903%2Fj.efsa.2022.7443&file=efs27443-sup-0003-AnnexC.pdf
https://efsa.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/downloadSupplement?doi=10.2903%2Fj.efsa.2022.7443&file=efs27443-sup-0002-AnnexB.pdf
https://efsa.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/downloadSupplement?doi=10.2903%2Fj.efsa.2022.7443&file=efs27443-sup-0001-AnnexA.pdf

